Chevy s10 throttle position sensor location

A bad throttle position sensor is the last thing that you will ever wish to have on your ride. With
the passage of time, the sensor will start to get worn and may eventually have to be replaced.
The important question is how to identify any bad throttle position sensor symptoms so that
you end up replacing the right sensor? Honestly speaking, it is not easy to detect throttle
position sensor issues. However, there are specific throttle position sensor signs to look for to
help ensure you find the culprit. It senses the air, heat, and light, and sends the information to
the ECM which adjusts the throttle and fuel supply accordingly. The throttle position sensor is
what monitors the throttle position from the shaft. Basically, this sensor is connected to a
computer inside the vehicle which shares information sent by the driver. This information
contains the actions of the driver such as accelerating, power steering and so forth. So anytime
you step on the gas pedal to accelerate your vehicle, the computer sends this information to the
sensor so that the throttle knows how much fuel to let flow into the engine. In the old days,
there used to be a cable that was connected from the throttle to the accelerator. A faulty throttle
position sensor sends incorrect information to the ECM resulting in various issues in the
engine, its performance, and fuel economy. Below are common symptoms of a faulty TPS. In
most of the cases, all of these symptoms will show together making it easier to detect the faulty
component. Jerking or bucking of the vehicle is the most common symptom of a bad TPS.
These jerks can be experienced during hard acceleration or when under moderate load. What
makes diagnosing it tricky is that the bucks and jerks may be completely random and not even
occur for some stretches of time. Idle surging can be caused due to other issues in the car, but
if it happens in conjunction with other throttle position sensor symptoms, the culprit is often the
TPS. At idle, the ECM will not get the correct information and the throttle will variate randomly
causing idle surges. The check engine light will randomly turn on and off even if the car is
running smoothly without any jerks and stalling. This is often the first ever symptom of a bad
TPS. Using a code reader, you should be able to confirm whether a faulty TPS is the culprit or a
different component. The engine can stall for no reason and without any warning. The engine
can stall at high speed, at low speed, or even at idle. A faulty throttle position sensor will not let
your car accelerate normally. You may experience slow acceleration , acceleration surge at both
high and low speeds, hesitation or delay in acceleration , and other related symptoms. This
leads to incorrect shift points which can cause both early or delayed shifts. If you need to have
your throttle position sensor replaced, the cost will depend on the type of car you have. Since
replacing the TPS is fairly easy in most cases depending on its location , you may be able to
save yourself some time by doing it yourself. A quick search on Youtube is often all it takes.
Going to a dealership is going to cost you more so for most jobs such as this one , we
recommend you find a trustworthy independent mechanic whether by recommendations from
family and friends or by reading online reviews. And, of course, there may be taxes and fees
added onto these costs which are determined by your location. The simple answer is when your
computer can no longer detect any signal from the throttle position sensor. The will likely force
your computer to stall the engine and only allow it to run at low RPMs, which means the car will
only move at slow speeds. A throttle position sensor will generally fail simply from the wear and
tear of driving the vehicle for many years. There is nothing you can really do to prevent this
sensor from failing because it will just happen on its own. The only thing you should do is have
it replaced as soon as you notice these symptoms occurring in your vehicle. I assume There is
an adjustment I need to make. Check the specifications of the factory service manual to know
for sure. I have a mystery I need help. Driving my 97 Oldsmobile cutlass supreme engine drove
perfectly. The fuel pump is work I have spark the fuel filter brand new. Could it be the coil packs
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but I doubt it. Have the spark plugs also been replaced recently? Who do my car jerk when it
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Twitter. You don't need a scan tool, since all three of the tests explained in this article are done
with a simple multimeter. Every test has step by step instructions that will make diagnosing the
TPS on your GM vehicle a breeze. At the bottom of this page you'll find a complete list of GM
cars, pick ups, SUVs and Vans this test article applies to. Also, in this section you'll find the info
you'll need to successfully test and troubleshoot your TPS sensor or code. Like the majority of

throttle position sensors on modern fuel injected cars and trucks nowadays, the GM TPS is a
three wire sensor. Below are the circuit descriptions of each:. I'm gonna' make one very
important recommendation to you when testing the signals of each wire. And that is to not
probe the front of the female terminal of the TPS connector. It's best to use a tool to pierce the
wire, such as a wire-piercing probe you can see what one looks like here: Wire Piercing Probe
to get to and test the signal. One last observation, these three circuits go directly to the PCM.
So you need to be careful not to short these wires to power 12 Volts or you may fry the PCM.
The throttle position sensor TPS isn't an expensive part, especially if you shop for and buy it
online. Don't worry, once you get to the site they'll make sure it fits and if it doesn't, they'll find
you the right one. The throttle position sensor gets 5 Volts from the Gray wire and Ground from
the Black wire. Both of these are provided internally from the PCM. Once the car or truck starts
and is idling and since the throttle is closed, the TPS sends a base throttle position signal of
about 0. When you step on the accelerator pedal to get the car or truck moving, the throttle
opens causing the TP sensor to increase its voltage signal. This is how the PCM knows that the
throttle just opened up and that it needs to start injecting more fuel and advancing ignition
timing, transmission shift points, etc. As you let go off the gas pedal accelerator pedal the
throttle closes and the TP sensor decreases the voltage signal to the PCM and returns to its
base voltage signal, till you step on the accelerator pedal to move the vehicle and the cycle
begins again. Pretty simple stuff, no? Well testing it is just as simple. Since you'll be working in
the engine compartment, no need to tell you but I'm gonna' tell you anyway to be alert and be
very careful. Use common sense and take all necessary safety precautions. If you'd like to have
access to a wiring diagram, throttle position sensor connector pin-outs, and the entire testing
procedure in one place, then take a look at the following:. All of the information you need to
diagnose the throttle position sensor problem or trouble code. All Tutorials: 4. Then we met.
This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I
may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from
this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing
information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Really bad
gas mileage. Transmission does not shift out of second gear. No power as you accelerate the
vehicle. Hesitation when you step on the accelerator pedal. Diagnostic manual comes with:
Wiring diagram. Component pin out. Connector pin out. Trouble code definitions. TPS part
numbers. Complete step-by-step testing instructions. The illustrations in the diagnostic manual
are printer friendly! Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:. Cadillac Vehicles:. Chevrolet Vehicles:. GMC
Vehicles:. Isuzu Vehicles:. Oldsmobile Vehicles:. Pontiac Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or
you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Testing the throttle position sensor on your 2. The
cool thing about the TPS test is that it's done with a simple multimeter With this info the
computer, on your 2. Being that the TPS is a mission-critical sensor, when it fails your engine
performance is going to suffer! You'll also see one or more of the following symptoms:.
Thankfully, the TPS can be tested without a scan tool and in the next section we'll start with the
very first test. As you're already aware, the accelerator pedal is connected to the throttle plate
on the throttle body via a cable. This cable is known as the accelerator cable. As you step on or
off the accelerator pedal, the throttle plate opens or closes. It's the throttle position sensor's job
to inform the fuel injection computer of these changes in the throttle plate's angle. The cool
thing is that you and I can tap into the voltage signal that the throttle position sensor creates
with a multimeter. Thus we can see if it is producing a correct throttle angle voltage signal or
not. NOTE: The throttle position sensor has to remain connected to its connector for this test to
work this is where a wire piercing probe comes in handy to get to the signal inside the wire. To
see what one looks like, click here: Wire Piercing Probe Tool. This is the wire that connects to
TPS connector terminal letter B in the illustration above. Ground the black multimeter test lead
on the battery negative terminal. Have your helper turn the Key On, but don't start the engine
this will power up the TP sensor. Your multimeter should report a voltage between 0. If your
multimeter doesn't, don't worry about it just yet, continue with the other steps. Now, slowly
open the throttle by hand and from the engine compartment while you observe the change in
voltage numbers on your multimeter. For this test result to be accurate, you need to open the
throttle by hand and not from inside the vehicle. As the throttle opens, the voltage numbers will
increase. This increase in voltage should be smooth and without any gaps or skips. Once the
throttle is wide open, your multimeter should read somewhere between 3. Now, slowly close the
throttle. As the throttle is closing, you should see the voltage decrease smoothly and without
any gaps or skips, to the exact same voltage you noticed in step 4. If the TPS is bad, the tapping
will cause the voltage numbers to skip or go blank. CASE 1: The throttle angle voltage
increased and decreased as you opened and closed the throttle plate. This test result confirms
that the TP sensor is OK and not defective. As a last test, I suggest you check that the TPS is

adjusted correctly and producing the correct closed throttle voltage value. I'm gonna' suggest
that you make sure that the TP sensor is getting both power and Ground by performing the last
two tests in this tutorial. This test result doesn't condemn the TP sensor as bad just yet. Blower
Motor Relay Test 2. He said I was being ridiculous - everyone hasn't met me yet. This material
may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a
small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website.
Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to
help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All
Tutorials: 2. Applies To:. Chevrolet Vehicles:. GMC Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will
be banned from the site! Hate Spam. The throttle position sensor TPS is part of your vehicle's
fuel management system and helps ensure that the correct mixture of air and fuel is delivered to
your engine. The TPS provides the most direct signal to the fuel injection system of what power
demands are being made by the engine. The TPS signal is continually measured and combined
many times per second with other data such as air temperature, engine RPM, air mass flow, and
how quickly the throttle position changes. The collected data determines precisely how much
fuel to inject into the engine at any given moment. If the throttle position sensor and its other
sensor partners do their jobs correctly, your car accelerates, cruises, or coasts smoothly and
efficiently, as you expect, while maintaining optimum fuel economy. The throttle position sensor
can fail in several ways, all of which result in poor fuel economy at best, and performance
limitations that may create a safety hazard for you and other motorists at worst. It can also
cause problems when changing gears, or setting base ignition timing. This sensor can fail
gradually, or all at once. This is intended to at least allow a driver to get off a busy highway in a
safer manner. Replacing the TPS will include clearing relevant fault codes, and may require
software reprogramming of the new TPS module to match other engine management software.
This is all best left to a professional mechanic who can provide you with a diagnosis, and then
install the correct replacement part. It may feel as though the car simply doesn't accelerate as it
should, and jerks or hesitates as it picks up speed. It may accelerate smoothly, but lack power.
If these symptoms occur, there's a good chance you've got a problem with the TPS. When the
car accelerates while driving, it usually means the butterfly valve inside the throttle has closed
up and pops open suddenly when the driver presses on the accelerator. This gives the car an
unintended burst of speed that occurs because the sensor cannot detect the closed position of
the throttle. If you start to experience engine misfires, stalling, or rough idling when the car is
stopped, it can also be a warning sign of a failing TPS. You don't want to wait to get this
checked out! If the idling appears off, it means the computer is unable to identify the fully shut
throttle. The TPS can also send bad input that ends up stalling the engine at any time. This is
another failure mode of the TPS, which indicates that it is falsely limiting the power being
requested with your accelerator pedal foot. You may find that your car will accelerate, but not
beyond a speed of 20 - 30 MPH. This symptom often goes hand in hand with loss-of-power
behavior. Have your vehicle checked for trouble codes to verify the source of the problem. The
throttle position sensor is key to getting the desired power and fuel efficiency from your vehicle
in any driving situation. As the symptoms listed above make clear, failure of this component
has serious safety implications and must be checked out immediately by a qualified mechanic.
The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Fuel System Inspection. Our
certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes,
scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our
certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car
repair. Fuel System Inspection Cost. Service Location. Here are some common symptoms of a
bad or failing throttle position sensor to watch for: 1. Home Articles. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our
terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair.
Related Articles. Recent Fuel System Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary.
Chris 22 years of experience. Request Chris. Mazda Miata - Starter - Corona, California. Great
mechanic super friendly. Chris was his usual prompt, efficient and fully disclosing mechanic
that highly impressed me all over again! Arturo 27 years of experience. Request Arturo.
Informative and efficient. Raymond 37 years of experience. Request Raymond. Raymond was
very knowledgeable mechanic and through in his testing. I trust him for any future from your
mechanic. Michael 4 years of experience. Request Michael. Need Help With Your Car? Related
articles. From there, the data is then sent from the computer to the Read more. How to Buy
Good Quality Sensors Sensors Sensors for autos have many of the same characteristics that
other types of sensors do â€” they are created to detect a signal, respond to chemical or
physical variations such as distance or temperature. These signals are then converted The
highest tech cars can contain miles of electrical wiring. Wires must be secured and protected

from heat and debris in order to work properly. Related questions Throttle Issues after cleaning
it The throttle body is not designed to be taken apart to be cleaned and you may have got
cleaner into the sensors and actuator motor causing a short in the throttle body electrical parts.
You need to have the computer Whining noise while releasing the throttle Whining noise is
almost always caused by some kind of a bearing problem. So you might get a stethoscope or
get somebody to listen. Jack it up in the air and stick it inside and listen to the throw out Idle
drop when clutch pushed in Did you clean the carbon out of the rest the throttle body? I know
these engines well. I suggest taking the throttle body off, removing the IAC idle air control valve
, TPS throttle position sensor , and all other sensors. Browse other content. Schedule your Fuel
System Inspection today! Fuel System Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. Our
mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified
mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. For
a car to run smoothly, it needs the proper mixture of air and fuel. The amount of air in the
engine is controlled by the air intake system. A throttle body is part of the air intake system that
helps control the amount of air that gets into the engine. The throttle body has a throttle plate. If
the plate is closed, it prevents the air from getting into the engine. When you push the gas
pedal, it opens the plate, allowing the air to enter the engine. The amount of air depends on the
position of the plate, which is controlled by the gas pedal. The harder you push the gas pedal,
the wider the plate will open, and more air will flow to the engine. This means more power and
more speed. The throttle position sensor reports the position of the gas pedal to the computer
in your car Engine Control Unit. The computer then determines the position of the throttle plate.
It also calculates the amount of air flow to the engine and the amount of fuel to be injected for
the required ratio of air-fuel mixture. The throttle position sensor also controls the shifting of
the gears. If this sensor stops working, the car's computer will not be able to calculate the right
amount of fuel to be injected in the system. It may not be able to change the gears. Your car will
not get the right amount of power. It may not even start. The Check Engine light may come on. If
you notice that the gears are not changing properly, get the throttle position sensor TPS
inspected. A good mechanic will clean the throttle body during a tune-up. If the Check Engine
light is on, get the car inspected as soon as you can. Your vehicle depends on an optimal
mixture of air and fuel in order to run optimally. The amount of air that enters the engine is
controlled by the air intake system. The faster your engine is moving, the more air it needs, so
your air intake system is in tune with your gas pedal. The computer then chooses the optimal
position for the throttle plate, which is the part of the air intake system that lets air into the
engine. When the throttle position sensor malfunctions, the engine control unit has no
information about the gas pedal, and the throttle plate is not utilized. As a result, your vehicle
will not get the right amount of air into the engine, and your engine will lose power and run very
poorly. In some cases, this will keep your vehicle from being able to change gears. Estimate
price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to
you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: When the throttle position
sensor is repaired or replaced, it will need to have the minimum idle speed reset to factory
specs, and the trouble codes will need to be cleared. When a new throttle position sensor is
placed in your vehicle, it should be checked for software updates. How it's done: Scan the
computer system for codes. Test the throttle position sensor and related wiring. Remove and
replace the throttle position sensor if found faulty. Clean the carbon from throttle body.
Re-install throttle body and reset minimum idle speed to factory specs. Clear trouble codes and
check for proper operation. Test drive vehicle. Our recommendation: If you notice that the gears
are not changing properly, get the throttle position sensor TPS inspected. What common
symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Throttle Position Sensor? Engine may be
stalling or mi
vovo s60
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how to change brakes on honda accord
sfiring. Poor engine performance. Lack of power. Transmission gear may not be shifting
correctly. How important is this service? Number of Chevrolet S10 services completed.
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of
our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real customer reviews from Chevrolet owners like you.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Greg 21 years of experience. Request Greg. Greg is
amazing! Jason 3 years of experience. Request Jason. The job took longer than expected but
Jason was great and kept us in the loop. He kept his work area clean and was very friendly, He
did a great job!! Devin 6 years of experience. Request Devin. S10 - Car is overheating Lakeland, FL. Prompt and friendly knew his stuff. Claud 6 years of experience. Request Claud. I

had an issue getting a blown tire off my car I couldn't get it off so I called the mobile mechanic
he got the tire off in a timely manner which was much appreciated. How can we help? Read
FAQ.

